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RESPONSE TO

PERCEPTION OF RISK AND THE FUTURE
OF NUCLEAR POWER

Victor Mc Elheny

Prof. Slovic has made it seem very hard to go on with nuclear power. If you were going to
base technological development on fears expressed in a public-opinion poll, I guess we would not
have had the last two hundred years. In order to stimulate discussion from the vantage point of
someone who has been a newspaper and television and magazine reporter for the last thirty
years and is now at MIT, I will try to throw even more skepticism into this.

What you have heard is that there is sme science of probing public opinion as an
undersupported kind of scientific inquiry. Prof Slovic is finding his supporters where he can,
such as a public body that wants to understand what public opinion is in Nevada or California
or around the country. There are other interested parties who are not funding any social science
.research on what public opinion is. I think the electric utility industry in the United States
and other countries should see whether someone like the European Community, or our own
National Science Foundation, or other agencies, are Spporting this sort of esearch.

The research deserves attention; it deserves to be done more deeply. The term "social
science' is not an oxymoron. That has to be remembered. Social psychology is not an oxymoron
either. But we also have a deeper social science problem: 'what is the relationship between
attitudes and opinion, and action?" We do not have, obviously, a pebiscitary world, in which
technologies are adopted by votes of the people. And, generally speaking, we do not have a
world in which the technologies are dis-adopted by votes of the people, either. The nuclear
field seems to be a little special: we do have some cases in recent years of votes of the people in
certain jurisdictions, for example Sweden or Italy or Sacramento, California, of pulling back,
ordering a shutdown by a certain date. Austria is included as another example. This is very
unusual in the history of technology. That again makes one ask, "What is so special about this
technology? Why does this happen?"

In our own domestic politics in the United States, examples of renunciation of a civilian
technology that I can think of easily are the Supersonic Transport, where we made a social
decision not to subsidize production of the 2000 mile per hour Boeing embodiment, and the
related decision to begin restricting the use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). We began doing the
latter in the 1970s, more as a fallout of the Supersonic Transport debate than the self-standing
concern it has become. We now have global arrangements to cut back on CFCs, and it would
appear that the ones that we have had are going to be tightened. Those are very unusual in the
history of technology. it was not a vote of the people that caused inter-urban trams to go out of
service. You can look at the history of Los Angeles and say there were some local votes of bodies
that were manipulated to hasten the decline of them, but on the whole, technologies are not
voted up or down by the people. This is not a plebiscitary thing. In polling, there is an
implication that you are taking a sounding of the people and are acting as a result of that
sounding. Perception is that everyone is pushing their button, and then you do something.

We know that the relationship between people's attitudes and opinions and their writings
and speakings, and actual actions in this society ae very difficult. You need to be studying that.
And I do not think that I should overemphasize how easy it would be to study that. There
have been attempts in the past, like Bernard Bailyn's Ideological Origins of the American
Revolution, which attempts to look at the pamphlets of what remains a very puzzling and
interesting period in our history, to try to understand what the opinion was, how that opinion
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evolved. Then when you get done with data that a historian can look at, where are the springs
of action? Why did people come to arms? Why did people actually separate from Britain?
That is really puzzling. I think we need to look at that in current terms, too.

More than thirty years ago, in college, I did a senior paper on the psychology of public
opinions. I developed and tested protocols to administer to a couple hundred students and
discovered to my amazement that the political questions formed what are known as Gutmann
scales of intensity of belief, and that scores on these scales correlated quite closely with
developed scales of opinion about interpersonal relations. That was a nice discovery. In the
decades since, I have covered as a newspaper and magazine reporter a wide range of scientific
discoveries and technological developments, including the exploration of space and the
installation of nuclear power plants. My work as a reporter has also pushed into many sorties
into the history of technology, and the questions I just referred to as to whether technologies are
adopted, advanced, or renounced on the basis of opinion. I must ask how the constant theme of
opposition to the social change and presumed physical danger of new technology can be
reconciled to the astonishing and continuing public compliance with a rolling wave of new
technological possibilities in such fields as transportation, computation, and medical care. We
are complying every day with technological change. Why does not this happen in the nuclear
field? Or perhaps it is happening.

All of this should make us extremely skeptical of the notion that public opinion will
determine the fate of nuclear power options in the future any more than it has in the past.
Although our society does a great deal of polling, largely to determine the efficacy of
advertising messages in selling products and the electability of political candidates or the
saliency of particular themes that they should utter, I must beg leave to doubt that we base
many of our technological decisions on polls.

I am confronted all the time with the large uncertainties about who reads or listens to or
looks at reporting about technical matters. Why are they interested? What actions do they
take on the basis of informally communicated journalistic information? I and other members of
the press present here today, clacking away at a little word processor in an often windowless
room, are very far away from the audience. We do not know much about who is reading us and
why, and what the impact is.

There is evidence that people change their behavior on the basis of informally communi-
cated information. It is measured by such objective indices as the number of cigarettes smoked,
the median tar delivered per cigarette, the amount of milk or pork or chicken consumed, the
number of exercise shoes sold, the proportion of men and women of various ages and high school
students reporting themselves as smokers, even changes in age-specific death rates from lung
cancer, still going up for women and trending down from an awfully high figure for men. These
changes are not merely driven by the advice of doctors or by advertising messages, but also by
information steadily transmitted by science and medicine reporters. These areas demonstrate
what can be called the science reporter effect, or the journalism or media effect.

It seems likely that journalistic reporting about nuclear power, following the familiar
cycle of uncritical enthusiasm, followed by uncritical skepticism, helped fan popular
enthusiasm for this option at the beginning, and helps now to strengthen a vast array of legal
maneuvering designed to hobble and eventually kill nuclear power.

But how essential is public opinion in determining our technological choices? Humanity
did not adopt iron and coal mining by plebiscite, or the Newcomen or Watt steam engines for
mine drainage, or water power for grinding grain into flour, or driving the cardin& spinning and
weaving in textile mills, or iron foundries to fabricate rails and wheels and engines for trains, or
machine tools to build reapers and sewing machines and firearms, or for giant steam engines and
dams for electricity generation, or the assembly line for manufacturing cars, or drilling for oil or
gas, or the taking by eminent domain of rights of way for highways, roads, gas pipelines, and so
on. We have to face the fact that we are not dealing with a plebiscitary phenomenon. We
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are dealing with a very complex interaction between fairly small groups of investors and
entrepreneurs and public bodies, the people who put together the technology, the ideas, and
the money, ad give projects the green light.

And to what extent the public entered into this in the past, or whether this is somehow
fundamentally changing in the present, I have to be a little skeptical. Almost all the
interventions in technology are at the margins, involving regulation of rates or labor rules or
safety or defining just compensation for property taken by en-dnent domain. The fundamental
presumption in all this regulation is that progress is good, that technological change is good.
The legal decisions of our Supreme Court and our state courts, over 200 years of Arnerican
history, have this presumption in them. I do not think it is reversed by some other concerns
that we have been hearing about today.

You have been talking all during this conference, and you will continue to talk about public
perceptions. But that is only part of the task of convincing that you have to do. There are a lot
of very complicated social science questions. Believe me, they are very complicated for the
social scientists as well as for the aateur social scientists that you all are becorning.
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PUBLIC PREFERENCES AND RISK PERCEPTIONS

DISCUSSION

The topic of public perception of nuclear power had entered, if not don-tinated, the
discussion of the first five sessions. The discussion of this session dealt with public acceptance
on a broader level and provided much "food for thought" concerning the reasons for the public's
rejection of nuclear power. It also suggested possible avenues by which acceptance might be
regained.

One participant described his perception of the Conference participants as being that of a
group of people who have been at war for a long time, who love a set of devices, and who are not
primarily interested in solving national energy supply problems. He went on to say that that
providing energy is the national problem, not the task of getting new power reactors deployed.
Much would change in the publics perceptions if efforts to promote nuclear energy were more of
an attack upon national problems and a search for alliances. He suggested a list of topics that
need to be addressed in order to resolve some of the issues facing the industry today: energy
efficiency, renewable energy sources, reduced radiation exposures overall, and the nuclear
weapons connections of nuclear electricity.

Concerning energy efficiency, he asked the rhetorical question, 'Why do we want energy
for its own sake, much less nuclear energy for its own sake?" His answer was that we do not, if
we intend to solve the nation's energy problem. We want an efficient, economical energy
economy; we want to see investments made that balance the objectives of supply and demand.
He asserted that if the nuclear power industry would start out saying this, ather than saying
it wants to have a reactor designed and deployed by a certain time, the industry would win
more friends. The thinking should be that we have to produce some energy, but not more than
we absolutely need, because energy is not a good thing in and of itself - it is beneficial only in
terms of the needs which it serves.

Concerning renewable energy sources, this participant noted that most of the people at the
conference probably thought of them as a joke, judging from the fact that the only alternatives
to nuclear power suggested in the papers and previous discussions were non-renewables. He said
that if those in the nuclear power industry think bulk renewable power is crazy, they should
encourage research on it to show that this is so. The nuclear industry should say that we ought
to deploy 10% of the national labs' efforts into advancing renewables right now, to see what
their relative merits ae. He pointed out that renewable energy is not a joke to some of the
people who write the checks to some of the organizations that give nuclear energy such a hard
time. He admitted that he worries about environmental impacts of large-scale solar power,
such as land and water demands. He suggested nuclear power advocates should share resolving
that overall agenda.

Concerning overall radioactivity exposures, he cited the nation-wide incidence of radon in
homes and other buildings, pointing out that living in a house with radon levels of 1.5 rem
throughout the house and 6 rem in the basement exposes one to a dose three or four orders of
magnitude higher than from the emissions being dealt with by the nuclear power industry He
added that the activities of the plasma physics labs are particularly interesting because they
go through environmental assessments for projects such as the Compact Ignition Torus where
they promulgate radiation exposure standards a few orders of magnitude lower than those of
fission in order to distance themselves from fission technologies.

In this process incredibly large investments are made in order to reduce radiation doses
marginally. Doing this makes no sense in light of the ambient radon exposures within in the
community in which people live. He noted that the fission industry says, "You are so easy on
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radon, how can you be so tough on us?" Rather, they should turn that around and say, "We are
interested in reducing national radiation exposures in all forms. It is our job to mobilize and
help wherever we can with instrumentation, epidemiology, and other efforts, to make the
radon problem a lot less severe. We think n-dnimizing total adiation exposures is what is
important.' This is another place where alliances are missing at present; instead the radon
issue is going away as a political issue, yet radiation exposures persist and irrationality con-
cerning radiation continues.

Concerning nuclear weapons, he asked why the nuclear industry is passing up the
opportunity to contribute to nuclear weapons reductions. Doing so is a politically good thing and
is widely understood to be so. The nuclear power industry should say, This is our turf, we
understand nuclear materials and verification of material production histories. We can take
this thing on and be the leaders in idding the world of most nuclear weapons. Let us create the
needed international institutions. Let us tell the world that we know there is a connection
between nuclear weapons and nuclear power, and that we want nothing to do with nuclear
weapons and will help the world get rid of them.'

He also asked, "Why is there such casualness within the United States' nuclear power
industry about the reprocessing of civilian wastes in Britain, France, and Japan? Being
unconcerned about reprocessing seems an ideal way for the nuclear industry to shoot itself in the
other foot. How can the industry identify the High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR)
as the best reactor of the next generation technology, and then make its first example of this
technology be a tritium production facility? This is definitely the wrong way to gain public
acceptance of the next generation of reactors. The industry must be proactive and stop using the
same old arguments which enjoy no acceptance.'

This view on the need for new alliances if nuclear power is to regain acceptance was
concurred with by Prof. Slovic, who added that the nuclear power industry should attempt to
find some way for its energy and creativity to be applied to the broader problems which are all
intersecting in the current energy situation. The industry should support efforts to create
independent agencies to cope with the managerial problems of controlling technological risks.
It should provide funding for thinking and creativity in this area, but should do so at a distance
so it can not be accused of trying to manipulate this effort for its own benefit.

It was mentioned by one participant that one method being considered to make radioactive
wastes more palatable is to reduce the amount of long-lived wastes requiring permanent
disposal, by chemically separating the long-lived portion of the waste, and then transmuting
that portion to shorter-lived forms in another nuclear device. The wastes then buried in the
ground would reach a toxicity level similar to that of natural uranium ore after only 1000 years,

as opposed to a lion years. It was asked of Prof. Slovic whether he thought such a program
would change public perception of the risks associated with the disposal of nuclear wastes, and
if doing so would justify the pains of developing all the chen-dcal and nuclear processes
required. Prof. Slovic doubted it would have a great effect upon the public, reasoning that if
one were to ask people how long they thought that these wastes will have to be buried before
they were safe, people would not have a very good sense of the answer. On the other hand,
such an argument might take hold with the "skeptical elite."

One participant posed the following question to Mr. Mc Elheny: 'If you think, as you
seemed to indicate, that public perception is not central to the issue of whether nuclear power
technologies can be used, can you explain the troublesome incident which occurred with regard
to the monitored retrievable Storage facility which was scheduled to be placed in the Oak
Ridge, Tennessee area? Most of the local people were very much in favor of the facility, and
locally it was thought that it would be built without opposition. Yet, every politician in
Tennessee decided that he was against the facility. Apparently, they thought that for them
to vote for or even to be willing to accept the facility they would be thrown out of office. This
seems to support Prof. Slovic's ideas. Can you clarify how this experience is consistent with
your thoughts?"
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Mr. Mc Elheny's response: "I was expressing puzzlement about the idea that nuclear power
use requires a public consensus because my view, which is somewhat historical, is that over a
very long period of time which has featured an amazing degree of acceptance of the new tech-
nologies, I have not seen such acceptance controlled by a plebiscitary voting. It appears that we
are entering a phase where such approval is required concerning nuclear power. However, this
situation surprises me, because I just do not see a more general trend. When we see hundreds of
instances of other technologies that are more influential in our everyday lives than nuclear
power, with people acquiescing in their usage, complying, changing their behavior, listening,
going ahead with what they are told to do by the doctor or teacher or someone else whom they
trust, the uniqueness of the treatment of nuclear power is deeply puzzling."

The participant queried further: "Do you deny that the effect exists; that, with regard to
nuclear power, we are being plebiscitary?" Mr. Mc Elheny's response: "Yes, you cited the
example at Oak Ridge, where politicians made a decision that went against the majority of
local sentiment in favor of the storage and processing nuclear facility. Maybe that will become
the pattern everywhere; we may be testing whether to rely upon plebiscites. We had several
referenda a few years ago in California, Maine, Massachusetts, and other states, where there
were up or down votes on whether to close a particular facility or to introduce new restrictions
on nuclear power. We have had a number of instances where the public was confronted with
that choice, and refused to take it. So, I find the behavior of the Tennessee politicians puzzling
because I do not think they are receiving an unequivocal signal from the public. They may have
just taken the approach of 'I do not want to borrow trouble on this issue, why do I have to step
forward? I will be harmed more overall by voting for the facility than I will be by my local
constituents in Oak Ridge by voting against it.' We are in a situation where the nuclear people
need some positive action to occur before they will feel permitted to go ahead. Apparently it is
easy enough in the current situation, for politicians to gain in public opinion by saying no. This
is something new in technological decision making."

One participant stated that, as a member of the skeptical elite, he is often asked under
what conditions he would support nuclear power. He suggested turning that question around and
asking nuclear power advocates under what conditions they would accept some of the things
which the skeptical elite believe in. He stated that electrical lighting accounts for roughly
one quarter the demand for electric energy, and that the technology exists to cut that by a half.
Doing this would buy a lot more time for research to improve nuclear power and other options.
This would help us avoid rushing to do the wrong thing.

He asked whether the industry would be willing to engage in a vigorous debate on
reprocessing and proliferation policy, rather than put it as a footnote on all the reports of the
advanced reactors. He then asked Prof. Slovic if it were possible that the new NRC regulation,
10 CFR Part 52, permitting one-step licensing n-dght be counterproductive in trying to gain public
acceptance. It is seen by many to limit public participation further than is currently the case.
Rather it seems we should be looking to increase public participation.

Prof. Sovic responded that it is relevant to the trust issue, of how and when one brings in
the public in nuclear power decisions. We must encourage public participation in the form of a
multi-way dialogue among all interested parties. He added that one way in which public par-
ticipation is increasing is that we are paying more attention to polls in the types of decisions
being addressed by Mr. Mc Elheny in the preceding discussion.

He pointed out that Nevada politicians have been polling extensively to determine public
sentiment concerning the proposed Yucca Mountain nuclear waste epository. In the summer of
1989, they passed law AB-222, making it illegal to dispose of nuclear wastes in Nevada, and a
poll taken shortly thereafter, showed they had about 80% of the public agreeing with them.
About 80% of those polled also said the state of Nevada should do everything possible to
oppose the siting of a repository. He asserted that one can not buy that type of support with
any other kind of issue, and added that politicians who had earlier not expressed strong anti-
nuclear sentiments were defeated. Another way by which public perceptions affect the nuclear
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power industry more subtly is through their effects on regulations; the EPA did a study a few
years ago and found their own agenda to correspond much more closely to what the public felt
was important than to their own staff's hierarchy of relative risks.

Another participant addressed the question of public participation in nuclear safety
regulation, stating that we must avoid situations such as that of the Shoreham Nuclear Power
Plant, where regulations allowed a modem plant to be built at a cost of blions of dollars, and
then effectively prohibited it from operating. Twenty to thirty years ago maybe the United
States could afford such waste, but the current situation is such that we cannot. So public
participation in regulation should be limited so that it no longer will serve to produce a
wasteful impasse. He also stated that it is important that the questions of 'what does the
industry want from the skeptics?' and 'what do the skeptics want from the industry?'be joined
at the end of a meeting such as this.

One participant expressed the view that polls taken by the United States Council for
Energy Awareness (USCEA) often indicate there may be an undecided majority that could pos-
sibly be persuaded in favor of nuclear power on specific issues. The hypothesis put forth by this
participant was that, effectively, public acceptance is governed not by majority opinion, but by
detem-tined minorities. This is particularly true given the energy, risk, and environmental
decision-making structure of the U.S., and how it affects nuclear issues. Through the absence of
alternative arenas in which to resolve broad social questions concerning the acceptability of
nuclear power, these issues tend to become enmeshed in the licensing of particular facilities,
where these regulatory processes are very much open to detern-dned minorities, who, if they can
be persistent in saying "no" long enough, can stop a project. One important aspect cited in reports
from other countries is that alternative means of decision-making, such as referenda or votes in
the parliament, are available for resolution of these matters. He asserted that if we were to
Create such mechanisms in the U.S. or to tansfer that burden of decision-making to the
Congress, we might find some of these problems to be less intractable.

This participant also expounded on the earlier discussion of the apparent disconnection
between popular attitudes and the actions taken by people in positions of authority, citing work
done in the early 1980s by a sociologist at Smith College, Dr. Stanley Rothman. D Rothman's
results showed that the perception of the public's attitudes changed fairly dramatically as one
went from one group to another; as one moved from experts to groups active in the political
system to journalists and politicians, the Rerception of the public's acceptance of nuclear
technology became much more negative. These latter perceptions were also much more negative
than attitudes revealed by polls of public opinion.
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RAPPORTEUR SUMMARY

At the conclusion of Session 6 Prof. Neil E. Todreas presented his second summary as
Conference Rapporteur:

'At this point in our discussions, we've covered reactor design and technological options to
the public view of the nuclear power enterprise. From here we move to consideration of waste
disposal and actinide burning this afternoon. In yesterday's presentations concerning the
international situations of nuclear power, Mr. Kishida. suggested ten factors which affect public
acceptance, some of which echoed earlier suggestions. Those were his personal views, not
necessarily Japanese policy. Mr. Rim spoke from the perspective of a country that is pursuing
large scale versions of nuclear power. However, he announced that they would undertake a
significant long-term passively safe reactor development program.

'The comment arose during the ensuing discussion that Japan, Europe, and Korea are
somewhat captive to our actions in the U.S. as we proceed in evaluating the passively safe
reactor designs. This is particularly the case if we in the U.S. choose reactors of smaller size.
Such reactors may suit us, as we have a perceived abundance of sites. Other countries could
become trapped into adopting, or at least having to explain why not to use, a technology coming
in small sizes, where such a size can impose a major constraint on the development of other
nuclear power programs. So the Korean passively safe reactor program, in particular, may be
conceived partly as a self-defensive tactic to provide the ability to follow closely and evaluate
critically what we are doing in the United States. The German and Italian discussions in
Session 4 while they were also similar, were different. Italy is much more stymied in its
nuclear power program than anyone else in Europe, but the German program, while it is more
active in terms of the generating capacity of the existing plants, is equally stymied relative to
the future. Their situation is compounded by them taking over the DDR's reactors and having
to decide how to deal with that fleet. The number is small but the application of westerns
standards may be difficult to them.

"Three technical points came out in our recent discussions. First, concerning being able to
bmindthe consequencesof an accident, the question was, could we puta boundonsuchconsequences,
and the answer was no.

Secondly, concerning the relative merits of passive and active systems, one participant
asserted that with passive safety features we lose the flexibility that we have in responding
to an accident with active systems. I think that such examinations of alternative benefits will
become increasingly important as we develop the list of criteria for acceptance. Another
individual pointed out that in practical terms, emergency planning and evacuation plans had
become one and the same. So the question arises, if you have a reactor designed so that you
don't have to plan for evacuation, do you still have to prepare the contingencies of emergency
planning? If you must do that, you must also communicate with the public. Then, although the
safety regulatory system may not require evacuation, the implication back to the public may be
the same as if it did.

'I saw this morning's discussion progressing on two levels: conceptual and practical. The
conceptual level which Prof. Lidsky introduced, concerned whether we really must change the
safety agenda completely. Also, must the nuclear industry introduce an approach to safety
which is very different in order to regain the initiative in advancing its program? I concluded
that the public is rationally irrationaLl mean this in the sense that you canperform asuccessful
full scale demonstration testbut the public mayberational enough to realize that the demonstra-
tion does not cover all interesting circumstances. Thus, you are likely to be unable to give the
guarantees that we seem to think the public demands. So then the question is 'Should we for-
mulate a strategy based on seeking a level of no expected risk, or on a level of acceptable risk?'
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"Prof. Lidsky could conceive first of the desirability of a demonstration that would prove
the fact that no risk exists. Mr. Taylor took the viewpoint that we will be in a situation where
we must demonstrate attainment of a level of acceptable risk, and we should seek to place
ourselves there rather than a situation of trying to demonstrate no risk. A consequence of Mr.
Taylor's position then is that we must bound expected accident consequences to some extent, but
we may ignore low-probability events expected below some very low threshold frequency.

"A practical aspect of this discussion concerned how a demonstrable test could be defined
and what its characteristics would be. No one discussed whether this could be done
economically, because that is a consideration beyond those which we are trying to resolve.
Some of the discussion focused on the idea of having a single test. I think that's unrealistic.
While we ay design only a single reactor, in doing this we will take many steps in testing a
wide range of features, perhaps leading up to an ultimate test.

"Mr. Taylor pointed out that external events will impose a lower limit below which risks
will be difficult to reduce for all nuclear power systems. Implicit in this discussion was the
idea that a number of reactor systems could be engineered to produce a common low level of risk,
below which they would all be susceptible to an equal degree to external events.

"Thirdly, concerning the last discussion, that concerning public attitudes, Prof. Slovic
showed us that we usually consider only a small sliver of the overall psychology involved in
the formulation of public opinion. We need to develop a broader appreciation in considering
this subject. He focused on trust and presented four important factors. Most significantly, he
said that nuclear power may become the archetypal socio-technical controversy. With nuclear
and chemical technologies now, and perhaps with biotechnology in the near future, we will be
dealing with technological controversies in society. Perhaps with nuclear power we are at the
cutting edge right now.

"Mr. Mc Elheny gave a different perspective by presenting an historical view of public
acceptance of new technologies. He noted that controlling such acceptance of the nuclear power
industry via plebiscite is unusual. His main contribution to the discussions was that he
readjusted the balance of views regarding public opinion. His approach was that, as engineers,
we should proceed aware of public opinion, but we should do what we think is right in a
technical sense and not attempt to appease hostile opinion. If you examine history, there were
a large number of events affecting the status of nuclear power that were preceded by and which
occurred independent of public opinion.

"Other participants, including Prof. Lidsky, brought up another theme concerning socio-
political alliances and the relevant future agenda. They asked the majority of us here to
exarnine ourselves and our agenda in view of a much broader perspective. It was suggested that
the nuclear industry mainly wanted to tinker with its beloved devices rather than to solve
national problems. That perspective must be considered seriously. However, there have been
ample opportunities for nuclear engineers to defect from working on this technology. I think
that most of us have looked at the broad icture and have decided to devote our energies in the
direction of improving the technology. Our work can be viewed as tinkering with our devices,
but most of us here view it as contributing to an important solution by developing a valuable
technology.

"However, maybe we must seek a common agenda involving a broader set of constituencies.
We here are asking for the skeptical elite or public interest groups to consider an agenda in
which they develop a list of criteria which could lead to their acceptance of the next
generation of nuclear power. They appear to say, 'Yes, we will most likely engage the nuclear
community on this. At the same time, however, we have our own concerns which the nuclear
power community should consider.' In future discussions, the process of defining the agenda will
probably provide the points for discussion."
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INTRODUCTION

Session 7 - Nuclear Waste Disposals: Can There be a Resolution?

Nuclear waste disposal tends to have been an afterthought in past considerations of the
future of nuclear power. However, the current impasse in deciding upon waste disposal sites;
and the persistence of important technological uncertainties concerning waste disposal are
reasons why this topic is potentially as important as that of new reactor concepts for the future.

The purpose of this session was to permit an examination of the current United States
nuclear waste disposal situation (which echoes those of many other countries) and its
implications for advanced reactor concepts. The keynote paper was presented by Dr. John
Ahearne, currently Executive Director of Sigma Xi, The Research Society; and involved in a
broad range of nuclear safety issues during the past (including the Chairmanship of the NRC
and of the DOE's Advisory Committee on Nuclear Facilities Safety. The respondent paper was
given by Mr. Thomas Cotton, currently a private consultant and previously on the staff of the
Office of Technology Assessment, concerned with the problems of the national effort at nuclear
waste disposal.

The theme of the keynote paper is that the prospects of successful nuclear waste disposal
both in the United States and elsewhere are very poor, due to public opposition. In this
situation the best course would be to await a change in the climate of opinion and to use the
time to improve the waste disposal technologies. This implies the continued use of monitored
interim waste storage at surface facilities. he respondent paper argues that the case has not
yet been ade definitively that terrestrial nuclear waste disposal cannot succeed in the near
term. Rather, it would be wise to continue to achieve a resolution of decisions concerning waste
disposal sites and to improve the needed technologies as this resolution proceeds. Neither
paper took the position that the ultimate technological success of terrestrial waste disposal
should be doubted.

The following discussion ranged over a spectrum of opinions regarding how waste disposal
might be achieved. Consensus was evident that the major obstacle to waste disposal is public
opposition, even through technological hurdles preventing successful disposal remain also. In
addition, it was largely agreed that both, any successful technological resolution and the
process for deciding to use it, would both have to be acceptable to the public.
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